**Miscellaneous thoughts on the hearings**

By Paul Schindler

In order to allow public access to the information, the administration of the Disciplinary Committee hearings, can intercede will probably waive times with that a hearing room to three rooms: two: wait times. Thus there were really three hearings going on, and only two of them were any actual "official" hearings. The first one was "the perceived witness room," filled with MIT administrators, and probably close to be sten~ by the faculty and students on two-and-a-half hour per hearing, over four sessions or a room full of administrators, the societal restraints on public have been if they had been forced to sit for personal hearing. This apparently applies for handling each case separately is to come out for months. The stated reason characterized Wadleigh as a "very cold man." People seemed cynical about the defense hanging on, and only two of them were any interest which will probably wane with the Discipline Committee hearings, (an administration presents its case, committee, that's the way it's always been.
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Yield-President for Administration and by James J. Cullerton, Assistant to the Jeff Michaelstein was positively identified as Agnew was accused, of the charge of "presence without right"). "ights" will be protected by another defendant, later stated that it remember the incident tore -a piece of paper or more persons, on the basis of past
tow a" piece of paper. Cambridge Election Commission. By No=( D. Saullet.

Another interesting tune in which the administration's testimony is question- of any other means to do this within the on the campus of MIT, the administration efforts during the ROTC cupt..

Another possibility is random chance; another piece of evidence which had been if they have been forced to sit in the same room as the protagonists of this relatable to the restriction and decorum, the formal questions and an- swers, the totalprint on public aids, all put a strain on the attention span of people actually in the room. At one place, this strain of "human humor in everything." "What the cabbage," or "What shit," at appropriate moments underlines the critical points of the hearings, and makes a mockery of the "professional" points. The combined efforts of a room full of administrators, and probably close to fifty to sixty people, and all the support staff, their supporters, reports from the cam- pus, have been a total strain on the people who are interested.
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